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PROGRAM OVERVIEW

The mission of the Science for Social Equity initiative is to foster an environment
where community organizers and scientific researchers can work together on
science-related issues that impact marginalized and underrepresented communities
—with the goal of creating community-driven solutions that will help educate and
mobilize communities to address these issues. 

To achieve this goal, organizers and researchers: 1) Identify science-related issues
that impact marginalized/underrepresented populations in a specific community; 2)
Work with community stakeholders to identify a single issue on which they wish to
focus; 3) Develop organizing tactics (traditional/digital) and outreach products
(printed/digital/social media assets) to disseminate information and engage
community stakeholders; 4) Conduct research to determine the impact and efficacy
of organizing tactics and outreach products; and 5) Share research findings with
community and other stakeholders.

Science for Social Equity

The Science for Social Equity initiative is a special
project of Fair Count. It is funded through a Black
Voices for Black Justice Fund grant awarded to Dr.
Jeanine Abrams McLean, President of Fair Count, and
matching funds awarded by Fair Count.
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https://scienceforsocialequity.org/
https://blackvoices.org/
https://faircount.org


COHORT STRUCTURE & TRAINING
Five community organizers and five scientific researchers were
selected as Science for Social Equity Fellows. The fellows were paired
based on Target Issue interest. Fellows received the following trainings
to help guide their work: 1) Project Management Training; 2)
Organizing Training; 3) Science Communications Training; 4) Digital
Tactics Training; and 5) Advanced Leadership and Fundraising
Training.

PROGRAM DESIGN

TIME COMMITMENT
The cohort met virtually once a month (April–November), and
meetings included trainings and breakout sessions for pairs. Pairs met
separately at least twice a month, and each pair attended 30-minute
meetings with the Fair Count President once a month outside of the
monthly meeting. 

DELIVERABLES
Each pair completed a project report that includes organizing tactics,
metrics, outreach products, and research results. All fellows
presented at the SACNAS National Diversity in STEM conference
during the Science for Social Equity Symposium on October 28, 2021.
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TRAINING

COMMUNITY ORGANIZING 

REBECCA DEHART
FAIR COUNT

SCIENCE COMMUNICATION 
DR. SABRIYA STUKES
THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK

DIGITAL TACTICS
KENYATTA CHEESE
EVERYBODY AT ONCE (EA1)

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
KEITH SHOATES
A VIEW FROM GRACE FOUNDATION

ADVANCED LEADERSHIP &
FUNDRAISING 
STACEY ABRAMS
FOUNDER, FAIR COUNT

The "Project Management
Overview for Bridge to
Antiracist America" training
used a practical case study
example to provide fellows with
the tools to apply the basic
principles and processes of
project management.  

The "Community Organizing:
Build Power. Make Change"
training provided fellows with
an overview of community
organizing and tools needed
to listen,  strategize, identify
allies, track metrics, and build
power in communities.

The "Hi. Hello." training
provided fellows with the
foundations of science
communication, tools for
working with communities to
identify problems, skills to
develop a need statement,
and inclusive ways to design
solutions.

The "Social Media" training
provided fellows with the skills
and tools needed to  use
social media and other digital
tools to create sharable
content and to listen to,
engage, solicit feedback, and
build community with online
audiences.

The "Advanced Leadership &
Fundraising" training provided
fellows with fundamental
leadership skills (focused on
challenges faced by POC) and
fundraising tactics.  The training
also included Q&A with fellows
about specific leadership
challenges they were facing.

Fellows received the following expert trainings to help guide their work:
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TARGET ISSUES AND
FELLOWS 

Health Disparity Issues: diabetes, asthma, high blood pressure, HIV/AIDs, obesity, and
other conditions that are associated with social, economic, and environmental
disadvantages.

Mental Health Issues: depression, addiction and substance abuse, bipolar disorder, etc.

Environmental Issues: climate change, extreme weather, pollution, biodiversity,
conservation, renewable energy, etc.

Pandemic Recovery and Future Threats: COVID-19, vaccinations (COVID/flu), preparing
for future disease threats, etc.

Science Policy Issues: environmental protection, land use, digital access, disaster
preparation, investment in STEM education, etc.

The Science for Social Equity initiative focuses on the following Target Issues:

Community Organizers

Tená Baker Briana Brown

Dr. Maya Drummond

Lydia Koltai Arome Yakubu

OUR FELLOWS 
Scientific Researchers

Dr. Danielle Ignace

Dr. Allie Igwe

Brandon Quintana Parris Washington

Trey-Rashad Hawkins
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Need Statement:
We have identified an increased burden of unequal healthcare access, economic
instability, and poor health outcomes within minority populations who use Medicaid within
Wards 7 & 8 in Washington, DC. We believe that accessible and topic-inclusive health
literacy resources and curriculums will aid in addressing poor health outcomes amongst
minority individuals living in Wards 7 & 8. Providing individuals with better means of health
communication will allow individuals to confidently comprehend, communicate, and self-
advocate for their own care.

How does this project lead to greater racial equity? We think that our project is a step in bettering
the health outcomes for minorities in Wards 7 & 8 and the greater metropolitan area. However, it
doesn't negate or erase the mass disparities within the health care system as a whole. 

ADDRESSING HEALTH DISPARITIES
THROUGH HEALTH LITERACY
(WASHINGTON, DC)

Health Disparity Issues

How did you specifically address the
problem listed in your needs statement?
We created accessible and topic-inclusive health
literacy resources and used materials to teach
health literacy workshops.

Dr. Maya Drummond
Community Organizer

Parris Washington
Scientific Researcher

What qualitative and/or quantitative
evaluation metrics did you examine?
Polling, email, age of user, zip code of residence,
intended zip code of usage, primary first language,
educational attainment, and immigrant status.

What community resources did you
develop?
We developed health literacy curriculums,
infographics, and medical planners.

Link to SACNAS Presentation: https://youtu.be/UYAlmDz7tSs

How did you use social media or digital
tools for outreach and/or data collection? 
We used social media to share digital resources and
surveys, and we used the following digital tools:
Canva, Google Forms, and Linktree.

What community partners and allies did
you work with to address the problem?

118 Community Organizations
32 Key Informant Interviewees
67 Focus Group Participants
53 Town Hall Attendees
7 DC Councilmembers

We worked with and received input/feedback from:
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Need Statement:
In order to increase app accessibility and facilitate a more personalized self-guided
wellness experience for Black Millennials (ages 26-35), there is a need to understand how
this demographic uses apps and social media to alleviate the impact of depression and
loneliness on their mental health.

How does this project lead to greater racial equity? This project can lead to greater racial
equity by increasing accessibility to mental health apps through the provision of a centralized
and accessible database highlighting culturally relevant mental health resources. 

MENTAL HEALTH APP PORTAL FOR
BLACK MILLENNIALS (FLORIDA &
VIRGINIA)

Mental Health Issues

How did you specifically address the
problem listed in your needs statement?
We conducted two surveys. The first focused on if
and how Black millennials use mental health apps,
and the second allowed focus group participants to
share feedback after using specific apps.

Tená Baker
Community Organizer

Dr. Allie Igwe
Scientific Researcher

What qualitative and/or quantitative
evaluation metrics did you examine?
Ease of sign up & navigation, cultural connection,
barriers to mental health service access & use of
apps, operating system, & time spent on app.

What community resources did you
develop?
We created a centralized and accessible database
highlighting culturally relevant mental health
resources: http://sfse-db.herokuapp.com/

Link to SACNAS Presentation: https://youtu.be/ofJv9eUZW5k

How did you use social media or digital
tools for outreach and/or data collection? 
We distributed flyers via social media, and we used
the following digital tools: Mobilize, Google Forms,
SurveyMonkey, Heroku, and Canva.

What community partners and allies did
you work with to address the problem?
Black Leaders Achieving Community Change, Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., Northern Neck Baptist
Sunday School Association, Okaloosa NAACP, Real
Women Radio, Women of Eminence, African
American Military Heritage Society, The Community
Christian Church, For His Glory Ministries, Dr. Meag-
gan O'Reilly (Stanford University), & Brandon
McLean (Code Switch Consulting)
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Need Statement:
There is a need for members of Black & Brown communities in the 5th & 3rd Wards of
Houston, TX to be involved, access resources, and provide feedback on programs and
policies regarding climate change and air pollution, considering that these communities
are most impacted and least consulted or are least contributing to the problem. Our goal is
to collaborate with Houston-based organizations to share and collect data about the
problem and empower community members to be advocates for actionable change.

How does this project lead to greater racial equity? By creating a pipeline of shared resources
and empowering communities to get involved in the decision-making process, we are supporting
the transformation of systemic practices that infringe upon community success and health.

HOUSTON, WE HAVE A PROBLEM: 
COMMUNITY-DRIVEN SOLUTIONS
TO COMBAT ENVIRONMENTAL
INJUSTICE (TEXAS)

Environmental Issues

How did you specifically address the
problem listed in your needs statement?
We collaborated with Houston-based organizations
to identify resources that were already available
and strategize on how to best disseminate new
information to the community.

Briana Brown
Community Organizer

Dr. Danielle Ignace
Scientific Researcher

What qualitative and/or quantitative
evaluation metrics did you examine?
Formed partnerships with local experts and
organizations and engaged with community
members through various events and platforms.

What community resources did you
develop?
We created a toolkit that visualizes the impacts of
climate change and environmental hazards on the
local community along with contact information and
ways to contribute to the dialogue. 

Link to SACNAS Presentation: https://youtu.be/pLDtu5LxYoI

How did you use social media or digital
tools for outreach and/or data collection? 
We used social media to identify community events,
outreach efforts, to share information, and to
engage community organizations and leaders.

What community partners and allies did
you work with to address the problem?
Houston-based Universities (University of Houston,
Baylor College of Medicine, Rice University, UT at
MD Anderson, University of Houston-Downtown,
Houston Community College, and Texas Southern
University), Rice University’s Kinder Institute for
Urban Research, Office of Sustainability, One
Breath, Resilient Houston group, Citizens’ Climate
Lobby, food banks, and city parks.
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Need Statement:
Black, Indigenous, and other persons of color have long suffered an array of health
inequities. Due to a combination of factors, these communities have experienced higher
hospitalization due to COVID-19, higher disease severity upon admission, and higher rates
of death. Vaccination is currently one of the strongest resources to drive pandemic
recovery and prepare for future threats. Unfortunately, COVID-19 vaccination hesitancy and
misinformation remain one of the biggest posed threats for individual participation in this
resource.

How does this project lead to greater racial equity? We believe that people will be able to
apply the information we were able to observe about community-level COVID-19 acceptance
and build trust in spaces where it is lacking regarding their effectiveness for pandemic recovery. 

ACCEPTANCE AND ATTITUDES
TOWARDS COVID-19 VACCINES
(MISSISSIPPI)

Pandemic Recovery and
Future Threats

How did you specifically address the
problem listed in your needs statement?
We addressed the problem through a combination
of virtual/telephone vaccine educational
programming; virtual community/town hall
dialogues; and community vaccination events.

Lydia Koltai
Community Organizer

Trey-Rashad Hawkins
Scientific Researcher

What qualitative and/or quantitative
evaluation metrics did you examine?
Confidence in COVID-19 vaccines, COVID-19 vaccine
hesitancy concerns, COVID-19-related
misinformation, and personal stories.

What community resources did you
develop?
We developed an online resource guide
(https://s4sepandemicrecovery.onuniverse.com)
and a COVID-19 Vaccine 101 infographic.

Link to SACNAS Presentation: https://youtu.be/-HY-OTbJ2nc

How did you use social media or digital
tools for outreach and/or data collection? 
We utilized social media to push information about
events and to  disseminate our infographic (in
addition to our on-site events.)

What community partners and allies did
you work with to address the problem?

Doors of Hope, The Pantry, The United Way,
Interfaith Compassion Ministries, Oxford Community
Market, Oxford Housing Authority, Oxford-Lafayette
NAACP, Juneteenth Festival Committee, UM NAACP.
Minority Association of Pre-Med Students, Men of
Excellence, ESTEEM, National Panhellenic Council,
Black Student Union, and the Office of Diversity &
Community Engagement
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Need Statement:
There is a need for Black and Brown communities to gain access to STEM/TECH careers
and inform them about resources in order to improve their financial and career
opportunities.

How does this project lead to greater racial equity? This is a great starting point, but to have a
serious impact more resources and time must be dedicated to community impact and there
needs to be a consistent presence in the space.

HOW TECHNOLOGY AND
DIVERSITY COME TOGETHER
(CALIFORNIA)

Science Policy Issues

How did you specifically address the
problem listed in your needs statement?
We developed a resource folder with access to
learning materials, personal interviews with people
who have made the transition, and community
networking and mentorship resources.

Arome Yakubu
Community Organizer

Brandon Quintana
Scientific Researcher

What qualitative and/or quantitative
evaluation metrics did you examine?
Interviews with industry leaders, constant
community feedback, interest of participants being
measured before and after various events.

What community resources did you
develop?
We developed an online resource guide with tech
guides and tech career videos
(https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ouzqaDc8
zDXRzo3aCSE7GvHEusTBi3lL).

Link to SACNAS Presentation: https://youtu.be/lwzvbMHAPqI

How did you use social media or digital
tools for outreach and/or data collection? 
We reached out to our personal networks on
Linkedin and Twitter. 

What community partners and allies did
you work with to address the problem?

ShipT, The Climate Corps, Target, HackBright
Academy, Capella University, One Signal, Second
Chance Studios, CodeCombat, and Code 2040
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With the generous award from the Black Voices for Black Justice Fund and matching funds from 
Fair Count, we were able to launch the Science for Social Equity initiative on April 10, 2021. In seven 
months, our 10 fellows developed diverse and inspiring projects that have already had significant 
impacts in their target communities. At Fair Count, we believe that “success” includes identifying 
and enhancing strategies that worked as planned and understanding and augmenting strategies 
that were not as effective. We’re teaching our fellows to be nimble and bold and to use challenges 
as learning opportunities. This type of process can be uncomfortable, but we’ve provided 
mentorship and several trainings that are designed to help guide their projects and to provide them 
with tools to boldly and effectively organize, mobilize, and fight for racial equity and justice during 
and after the program. 

Given the short timeframe, challenges stemming from the ongoing pandemic, and the fact that our 
fellows are full-time students or professionals, we have experienced several challenges along the 
way. These challenges include the limited ability to interact with community members at in-person 
events and virtual events (due to “Zoom fatigue”). We have also had fellows relocate during the 
program, but they remained highly engaged and motivated despite these major changes. However, 
the greatest challenge that we have faced is time. Community organizing, power-building, and real 
change take time. While our fellows have managed to do remarkable work in just seven months, it 
will likely take a minimum of two years to see the real impact of their work in communities. 
Therefore, we are actively seeking support to fund the continuation of select projects in 2022.

Moving forward, we would also like to provide additional training and support for continuing fellows 
and potential new cohorts. Given that most of our researchers (and some of our organizers) have 
only conducted virtual outreach for their projects, we would like to provide opportunities for fellows 
to participate in safe, in-person community organizing and mobilization work led by our highly-
trained Fair Count team members. Hands-on experience is invaluable in community organizing, and 
this type of training will help amplify the skills learned in their initial trainings. Additionally, several 
of the resources and tools developed by our fellows are useful outside of their target communities, 
so enhanced mentorship for continuing fellows and investment in digital strategies could help 
connect the fellows to other communities and leaders that can aid in the dissemination of these 
resources outside of the target community.

The Science for Social Equity initiative has been an exciting and challenging learning experience, 
and our fellows should be extremely proud of their work. With continued funding, we hope to 
continue pushing the needle towards racial equity with both data- and community-driven 
strategies. I cannot wait to see what we can accomplish together!

CHALLENGES & NEXT STEPS

Dr. Jeanine Abrams McLean
President, Fair Count
Jeanine@faircount.org11



BUDGET
OVERVIEW
The 2021 budget and expenditures are provided below.  Please
note that funds for three projects have been earmarked for usage
during the first quarter of 2022 due to time and scheduling
constraints.
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